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World 
sweet home 
Everywhere is home

Let new discoveries and adventures get your imagination 
started. With Rimor, the whole world is now your home. 
We have been building motorhomes and vans for over 40 
years, taking inspiration from the place closest to us to 
make sure you're as comfortable as possible. Functional 
and welcoming, spacious and comfortable, vehicles that 
are a true expression of design and all-Italian production.

Rediscover freedom of movement at the seaside and in 
the mountains, in the city and the countryside. With Rimor
motorhomes and vans you’ll feel at home, wherever you 
choose to go.
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Travel at the 
speed of your 
thoughts
Every destination becomes reality 
with Horus

Horus is the perfect choice for those who love living on 
the road. Its agility and extreme manoeuvrability make it 
the perfect vehicle for outdoor enthusiasts, with no limits 
to their imagination... or age. The three models feature 
three different sleeping solutions to suit all needs, and can 
accommodate up to 5 people.

The new idea of movement enhances rather than sacrifices 
comfort. You'll feel the thrill of experiencing nature from a 
privileged position, which only opening the tailgate onto a 
breathtaking panorama can provide. With Horus, wonder 
has no limits. Take the first step towards what you desire.

Double bed
HORUS 138

Double superimposed bunk beds
HORUS 145

Twin beds
HORUS 195
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Simply extraordinary

Horus offers everything you need to experience adventure, and more. Starting 
with the configurations: Horus 138 has a comfortable transverse double bed 
and foldable base. Horus 145 features a fully modular overlapping double bed. 
Horus 195 offers you a twin bed solution with pneumatic slatted bases.

Driver's cabin blackout blind as standard

Sliding blinds with integrated fly-screen

Panoramic windows in the living area 70x50 cm and sleeping 
area 40x40 cm 

High-density comfort mattresses with removable covers which are 
anatomical and hypo-allergenic 

Tailgate flyscreen as standard

80 L gas fridge mounted at eye-level for easy access

Removable smart table with extension which can be used as an 
outdoor table

Electric access step with safety system connected to the dashboard

Modular garage of various volumes

Removable shower curtain with magnets for outdoor drying

Other features: Combi Gas heating system with CP Plus digital control unit as 
standard, 220/230 V sockets in both kitchen and dinette, USB outlets in both 
living and sleeping areas, rear heating with dedicated vents, isofix attachment 
points (optional), dinette which transforms into an extra bed.
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5998x2050 mm

34 1

The double bed option gives you up to 192 cm 
of space for a comfortable sleep – all in under 
6 metres. With the Horus 138, you can decide 
every day where to start your day, among the 
vineyards in the countryside or right outside a 
beautiful city.

A comfortable double bed leaves 
space for storing luggage and bicycles with 
a simple gesture.

The kitchen and seating area can be adapted 
to suit your daily needs thanks to the 
kitchen extension and the removable 
smart table with extension, which can 
also be used as an outdoor table. 
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Horus 145 adapts perfectly to every idea of 
travel and company, from family holidays to 
sports weekends with friends. Three different 
sleeping solutions at your disposal – one with 
a lower quick-folding base and an upper bed; 
another with upper modular bed that can sleep 
1 or 2, and another with lower bed and fully 
removable upper bed.

Total freedom of choice between sleeping 
berths and storage space ready for any 
new destination.

Whether your travelling companion is your 
better half, a couple of friends or the whole 
family, Horus 145 has always got room for 
everyone, including your comfort. 

54 1

5998x2050 mm
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The perfect choice for anyone who loves their 
personal space. The two twin beds in the rear 
provide loads of liveability and personal comfort, 
as does the dinette that converts into a bed in a 
few simple steps. The compact, spacious kitchen 
and the practical pull-out table of the Horus 
195 give you the freedom to decide between a 
toast under the stars and a gourmet dinner, no 
matter when or where. 

Twin bed divider with steps. By night, a 
handy step for climbing into bed, by day it acts 
as a divider that ensures that everything stays 
in place in case of emergency braking during 
your journey

Swivelling washbasin to ensure space 
for every need (toilet/shower).

34

6363x2050 mm

1



Horus

The technical data and vehicle characteristics, as set forth in this catalogue, are purely indicative in nature. The manufacturer and distributor cannot be held liable in the 
event of changes made for any reason during the seasonr.
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Your lifelong 
companion

Cacao
(Standard)

Mechanical unit
Safety and reliability in the driving seat

Fiat Ducato X250

As standard:
• Plus-comfortable seating with “Captain 

Chair”: built-in headrests, an even broader 
back and two armrests with height and 
incline adjustment

• Cruise control
• Double airbag
• Central locking

• Radio and speaker attachments
• Electric windows
• Electric rear-view mirrors
• ABS (anti-lock braking system)
• Side mirror-integrated DAB antenna, 

standard.

Fabrics



HORUS 138 HORUS 145 HORUS 195

MECHANICAL UNIT
Engine Fiat Ducato Fiat Ducato Fiat Ducato
Wheelbase (mm) 4035 4035 4035XL
Displacement (L) 2,2 2,2 2,2
Maximum power (kW-HP) 88 - 120* 88 - 120* 88 - 120*
Radio MP3 on request on request on request
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
Outside length (mm) 5998 5998 6363
Outside width - inside width (mm) 2050 - 1850 2050 - 1850 2050 - 1850
Maximum outside height - inside height (mm) 2650 - 1890 2650 - 1890 2650 - 1890
Thickness of floor - walls - roof (mm) nd nd nd
Certified seats 4 4 4
Maximum overall weight (kg) 3300 3300 3500
Increased maximum overall weight (kg) 3500 3500 nd
BEDS
Berths 3 5 3
Assemblable berths** 1 1 1
Centre dinette double bed 970 x 1800 970 x 1800 500 x 1500
Rear single bed - - 800 x 1900 - 800 x 1950
Rear double bed 1440 x 1900 1320 x 1860 - 1440 x 1860 nd
Rear drop-down double bed - - -
TANKS
Drinking water (inside) 20 + 70 l. 20 + 70 l. 20 + 70 l.
Waste water tank 90 l. 90 l. 90 l.
Antifreeze tank on request on request on request
EQUIPMENT
Cabin swivel seats   

Panoramic porthole living area   

Gas heater Combi C4 Combi C4 Combi C4
Water heater Combi C4 Combi C4 Combi C4
Driver's cabin blackout blind   

Gas bottle locker 2 x 7 kg 2 x 5 kg 2 x 7 kg
Fridge 80 l. 80 l. 80 l.
Nr. burners hob 2 2 2
Extractor hood - - -
Oven - - -
Entrance door with fly screen on request on request on request
TV-holder on request on request on request
Roof rack with ladder on request on request on request
Service battery on request on request on request
Cabin seat covers on request on request on request
Bicycle rack on request on request on request
Alarm system - - -
Outside entrance door lamp on request on request on request
Tow bar on request on request on request

Fiat Ducato Engine
Displacement 2,2 L

14 | HORUS TECHNICAL DATA  HORUS TECHNICAL DATA | 15

*the Fiat Ducato 103 kW - 140 CV and 118 kW - 160 CV engine is available on request

Technical data

34 1**54 41** 1**3



www.rimor.it
The technical data and vehicle characteristics, as set forth in this catalogue, are purely indicative in nature. The manufacturer and distributor cannot be held liable in the 
event of changes made for any reason during the season.

Continue your trip with Rimor online. Follow all our activities on our blog, Facebook 
and Instagram. Share all your adventures with us on social media with #Rimor

World 
sweet 
home
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www.rimor.it

Luano Camp S.r.l.
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+48.789.365.643 

www.car4rest.com 
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